Maxwell's Silver Hammer

Arranged by JEFF MUSTON

Lead Sheet - 1

Words & Music by JOHN LENNON & PAUL McCARTNEY

Please include this title on your return to the PERFORMING RIGHT SOCIETY

about 60 bars per minute

D Bm Am B7-9 Em

John was quiz-zil-cal studied pat-a-phys-i-cal science in the home.
Back in school a-again Maxwell plays the fool a-gain teac-her gets an-noyed.
P. C. thirt-y-one said we've caught a dirt-y one Maxwell stands a-lone.

A7

Late nights all a-lone with a test-tube oh oh oh oh
Painting tes-timo-nial pictures oh oh oh oh

D Em Am B7-9 Em

Max-well Ed-i-sen major-ing in me-dic-i-nal calls her on the phone
She tells Maxwell when the class has gone a-way so he waits be-hind
Rose and Val-er-ie screaming from the gal-lery say he must go free The

A7 D A7

Can I take you out to the pic-tures Jo- oh-bo- oh-san
Writ-ing fit-ty times I must not be so oh oh oh
Judge does not a-gree and he tells them so oh oh oh

E7 A7

as she's get-ting read-y to go a knock comes on the door
when she turns her back on the boy he creeps up from be-hind
as the words are leav-ing his lips a noise comes from be-hind

D E7

Bang bang Maxwell's all-ver ham-mer came down up-on her head
Bang bang Maxwell's all-ver ham-mer came down up-on her head
Bang bang Maxwell's all-ver ham-mer came down up-on his head
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Bang bang Maxwell's silver hammer made sure that she was dead.

Bang bang Maxwell's silver hammer made sure that she was dead.

Bang bang Maxwell's silver hammer made sure that he was dead.

Silver hammer man.
Maxwell's Silver Hammer

Arranged by
JEFF MUSTON

2nd E♭ Alto Saxophone

Words & Music by
JOHN LENNON & PAUL McCARTNEY

40 bars per minute
1st & 3rd times. (Play all repeats)
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Maxwell's Silver Hammer

Arranged by JEFF MUSTON

1st B♭ Tenor Saxophone

Words & Music by JOHN LENNON & PAUL McCARTNEY

40 bars per minute
1st & 3rd times. (Play all repeats)
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Maxwell's Silver Hammer

Arranged by JEFF MUSTON

E♭ Baritone Saxophone

Words & Music by JOHN LENNON & PAUL McCARTNEY

40 bars per minute

1st & 3rd times. (Play all repeats)

2nd time
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40 bars per minute
1st & 3rd times. (Play all repeats)

2nd time

Wa mute

Wa Wa Wa Wa (last time)

Wa
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Maxwell's Silver Hammer

Arranged by JEFF MUSTON

3rd Trumpet in B♭

Words & Music by JOHN LENNON & PAUL McCARTNEY

40 bars per minute

1st & 3rd times. (Play all repeats)

2nd time

Wa muto

Wa Wa Wa Wa

Wa
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Maxwell's Silver Hammer

Arranged by JEFF MUSTON

Guitar

Words & Music by JOHN LENNON & PAUL McCARTNEY

40 bars per minute
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